The SuBliMinaL Toolbox: automating steps in the reconstruction of metabolic networks
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Summary

The generation and use of metabolic network reconstructions has increased over recent years. The development of such reconstructions has typically involved a time-consuming, manual process. Recent work has shown that steps undertaken in reconstructing such metabolic networks are amenable to automation.

The SuBliMinaL Toolbox (http://www.mcisb.org/subliminal/) facilitates the reconstruction process by providing a number of independent modules to perform common tasks, such as generating draft reconstructions, determining metabolite protonation state, mass and charge balancing reactions, suggesting intracellular compartmentalisation, adding transport reactions and a biomass function, and formatting the reconstruction to be used in third-party analysis packages. The individual modules manipulate reconstructions encoded in Systems Biology Markup Language (SBML), and can be chained to generate a reconstruction pipeline, or used individually during a manual curation process.

This work describes the individual modules themselves, and a study in which the modules were used to develop a metabolic reconstruction of Saccharomyces cerevisiae from the existing data resources KEGG and MetaCyc. The automatically generated reconstruction is analysed for blocked reactions, and suggestions for future improvements to the toolbox are discussed.

1 Introduction

The development of metabolic network reconstructions has increased over the last ten years. Such reconstructions are now available for a range of taxonomically diverse organisms, and they have been applied to a number of research topics including metabolic engineering, genome-annotation, evolutionary studies, network analysis, and interpretation of omics datasets [1].

A genome-scale metabolic reconstruction is a computational and mathematical model of the metabolic capabilities of a given organism [2]. It consists of all known metabolic reactions that can take place in a cell and the gene-protein-reaction relationships that connect the genome to the metabolome via the specification of enzymes and isoenzymes that catalyse each reaction. Specifying such gene-protein-reaction relationships will allow metabolic modelling to become increasingly integrated with transcription and signalling networks.
through consideration of the action of metabolites on promoters and transcription factors. In addition, intra- and extra-cellular compartments can be considered, along with transport reactions and transport proteins that provide for metabolic transport across compartmental membranes. Furthermore, in order to analyse the phenotypic behaviour of the organism under a given condition, it is common to specify an objective function that is assumed to be optimised by the cell [3]. This can take a number of forms, including the maximisation or minimisation of usage of ATP, but commonly assumes that a cell attempts to maximise growth rate. In this case, a biomass function is included, which is a hypothetical reaction that uses metabolites necessary for cell growth, such as amino acids, nucleotides, lipids and cell-wall components, and required cofactors.

This work concerns itself with the automation of steps that are necessary in the development and analysis of genome-scale metabolic models. The process of completing such steps to develop reconstructions is now well defined and is recognised as being time-consuming [4]. While many of the steps associated with generating a high-quality reconstruction require manual curation, some of these are amenable to automation, providing the possibility of automating the process of generating a draft reconstruction to be used in subsequent manual curation. While a fully automated approach has been shown itself capable of the rapid generation of candidate reconstructions in a number of cases [5], it is recognised that such reconstructions still require manual validation and editing. As such, there remains a middle ground between the fully automated and fully manual approaches, where the draft reconstruction and curation process stands to benefit from dedicated software support. Such a semi-automated approach was followed in the development of recent genome-scale metabolic reconstructions for *Saccharomyces cerevisiae* and *Homo sapiens*, in which draft reconstructions were checked and enhanced by utilising SuBliminaL Toolbox modules during an iterative development process.

Drawing upon previous experience of generating such reconstructions [6,7,8], this paper considers the development of reconstructions from the existing curated data resources KEGG [9] and MetaCyc [10]. Although both resources provide the facility for exporting metabolic models, neither of these exported models is of sufficient accuracy nor is suitably formatted for performing genome-scale, constraint-based analyses. Nevertheless, both resources provide initial pre-draft prototypes that can be developed further [11].

The SuBliminaL Toolbox consists of a number of independent modules that can be used independently or chained together to form a reconstruction workflow allowing the generation of an initial draft of a metabolic reconstruction (see Figure 1). The importance of using community-developed standards to represent models in systems biology is well established [12]. As such, reconstructions are generated in Systems Biology Markup Language (SBML) [13] and are semantically annotated according to the MIRIAM standard [14]. They can be formatted in such a way that they can be loaded into the COBRA Toolbox [15], allowing constraint based analyses to be performed on the model, using techniques such as Flux Balance Analysis (FBA) [16].

## 2 Methods

SuBliminaL Toolbox modules typically have a simple SBML-in / SBML-out interface, which take in a model or models, perform a given task and produce an updated model. Some modules should be used sequentially (for example, a reaction should only be elementally and charge balanced once the protonation states of its reactants and products have been determined). The SuBliminaL Toolbox utilises the programming library libAnnotationSBML
[17], and web service interfaces to ChEBI [18] and KEGG to automatically retrieve required chemical data.

The SuBliMinaL Toolbox is written in Java, and is dependent upon third-party tools, which must be installed independently. Each of the modules can either be run from the command line or incorporated into custom software via a Java API. The SuBliMinaL Toolbox has been tested on Mac OS X 10.6 and 64-bit Windows 7. Instructions on the installation and use of the toolbox are available at [http://www.mcisb.org/subliminal/](http://www.mcisb.org/subliminal/). A description of each module of the toolbox is given below.

![Figure 1: Flow diagram illustrating how SuBliMinaL Toolbox modules may be chained together to generate a draft metabolic network reconstruction that can be analysed in the COBRA Toolbox. The names of the boxes refer to individual SuBliMinaL Toolbox modules. The main branches with solid arrows from KEGG-extract and MetaCyc-extract indicate the pipeline that was utilised in this study. The right-hand branch with dotted arrows indicates a hypothetical addition to the pipeline, which could be used to include existing reconstructions or individual pathways marked up in SBML format.](image)

2.1 Pre-draft reconstruction

Initial pre-draft pathways for a given organism can be generated from both KEGG and MetaCyc, using the KEGG-extract and MetaCyc-extract modules respectively.

KEGG does not allow export of pathways data in SBML format. The KEGG-extract module has been developed to provide this functionality. The module downloads the organism-specific KEGG KGML flat files for each represented pathway, and parses these to extract the individual metabolic reactions, in terms of metabolites and enzymes, that constitute the pathway. Where specified, reaction directionality is also considered. KEGG does not specify intracellular compartmentalisation, and as such, all metabolites are assumed to be cytoplasmic. An SBML model is then generated for each defined pathway, and each of these...
is then annotated according to the MIRIAM standard, such that each metabolite and enzyme is assigned an unambiguous identifier.

It was found that both the existing tools for converting KEGG data into SBML format, KEGG2SBML (http://sbml.org/Software/KEGG2SBML) and KEGGConverter [19], were unsuitable for use in the context of generating genome-scale reconstructions, due to the presence of missing reactions or of reaction participants in their generated pathways. These shortcomings result in gaps and stoichiometric inconsistencies in the final draft reconstruction. Furthermore, both tools are reliant upon the downloading of KEGG flat files that are no longer freely available to academic users. Along with this work, the recently introduced KEGGtransator [20] overcomes these limitations.

**MetaCyc-extract** downloads the appropriate organism-specific flat files and annotates the supplied SBML file to ensure consistency with the equivalent KEGG model. Again, the resulting model is updated to ensure appropriate metabolite charge state and balanced reactions. An advantage of MetaCyc over KEGG is in its definition of intracellular compartmentalisation. Where present, this intracellular compartmentalisation is extracted and added to the model. If specified, unambiguous metabolite and enzyme identifiers are extracted from the MetaCyc flat files and assigned to chemical species in the generated SBML file. If no identifiers are present, metabolite names are automatically searched against the ChEBI database in order to determine ChEBI identifiers to be assigned to metabolites. Checking against supplied chemical formulae validates the assignment of such identifiers.

Both modules generate consistently formatted models representing the union of all metabolic pathways described in each resource. These individual models can then be merged and their annotations exploited in subsequent modules.

### 2.2 Annotation

The modules of the toolbox are dependent upon the initial draft reconstruction being annotated with unambiguous identifiers according to the MIRIAM standard. In order to support the use of existing reconstructions and pathways in the toolbox, the **Annotate** module has been developed to automate the process of adding annotations to existing models. The **Annotate** module launches the SuBliMinaL Annotator, a graphical wizard that facilitates the annotation process. The SuBliMinaL Annotator allows the user to select a model in SBML format, which is then parsed to extract names of the model components—compartments, metabolites and enzymes. Each of these terms is then searched against the databases Gene Ontology (GO) [21], ChEBI and UniProt [22] respectively. The results of these searches are presented to the user, allowing the selection of the appropriate database term with which to annotate the model component (see Figure 2). Upon completion of the annotation process, the updated model is saved and can be used with subsequent SuBliMinaL modules.

The **Annotate** module can also be run in “Silent mode”, which does not rely on user selection of search results. In this mode, the name of the SBML element being searched is compared alphanumerically against the search results in a case-insensitive manner. Upon matching, the SBML element is annotated with the matching search term, allowing commonly named metabolites such as ATP to be quickly annotated without relying on user selection.

By default, the **Annotate** module assumes all chemical species to be metabolic. To specify that a chemical species represents a protein, the appropriate species elements in the SBML model must be annotated with the Systems Biology Ontology (SBO) Term *SBO:0000252* (denoting *polypeptide chain*) [23]. Doing so ensures that this species name is searched against UniProt. If the SBML model is annotated with an NCBI Taxonomy term [24], the UniProt
search is restricted to proteins of that organism. Figure 3 illustrates an SBML model that allows organism-specific searches of UniProt to be performed.

2.3 Model merging

The lack of consistent naming between components within existing reconstructions has been reported as an impediment to both manual and automatic comparison and construction of models [25], and was a major motivation for the use of semantic annotations that overcome this. As each of the initial pre-draft models generated by both KEGG-extract and MetaCyc-extract contain comparable identifiers, this issue is mitigated. The Merge module automatically merges each supplied model into a single consolidated model, in which duplicate metabolites, enzymes, and reactions are removed. If present, intracellular compartmentalisation is also considered, such that chemical species (metabolites and enzymes) are only considered to be duplicates if they share both identifier and compartment. As chemical species in different compartments are considered to be distinct, transport reactions are retained during the merge process.

Figure 2: Screen capture of the SuBliMinaL Annotator. The main window displays progress of the annotation process, indicating terms that remain unmatched, and two progress bars displaying the percentage of terms successfully annotated and progress of the annotation process respectively. The foreground dialog box displays the results of a search for a metabolite name against ChEBI, ordered by the ChEBI Text Based Score. The user can select one of the two terms in order to annotate the metabolite. Compound synonyms are also searched, and can be viewed in a tooltip.
The merging of models is non-trivial due to the presence of duplicate metabolites both across data resources and within a given resource [26]. Furthermore, the specification of metabolites can differ in their precision. For example, in the case of KEGG, many stereoisomers are represented, an example being D-glucose, alpha-D-glucose and beta-D-glucose. The Merge module can therefore be run in a “fuzzy” mode, in which these metabolites are considered to be synonymous, as it is difficult to determine whether a given reaction involving these metabolites is intended to refer to the general case or one or both of the stereospecific terms.

As such, the assumption can be made that a reaction applies to all synonymous metabolites, and these are then collapsed into a single metabolite in the merge process, with the intention of increasing the network connectivity of the merged reconstruction. The Merge module can determine whether two metabolites share the same chemical formula, and whether both have a shared ancestor in the ChEBI ontological tree. If so, these metabolites can be collapsed into a single term. For well-curated reconstructions, the Merge module can also be run in a more simplified mode, in which two metabolites will only be considered to be the same if they share the same semantic annotation.

Figure 3: Simple SBML model indicating how metabolites and enzymes are distinguished in the Annotate module by use of sboTerm attributes on the species elements. By default, all species are considered to be metabolic (small molecules) but this can be made explicit through use of the SBO term SBO:0000247 (simple chemical). Enzymes are specified with the SBO term SBO:0000252 (polypeptide sequence). Annotating the model element with an NCBI Taxonomy term (in this case, 559292, representing Saccharomyces cerevisiae) limits the subsequent UniProt search to proteins belonging to the specified organism.
2.4 Metabolite pKa prediction and determination of appropriate charge state

The Protonate module utilises the ChEBI web service to harvest SMILES strings [27] representing each metabolite. These are then passed to the MajorMicrospeciesPlugin method in the API of the cheminformatic library Marvin Beans for Java Developers (ChemAxon Kft., Budapest, Hungary; http://www.chemaxon.com), which relies on the Hammett-Taft approach [28] to estimate pKas and thus predict the dominant protonation state of the metabolites at a supplied pH. Specific pHs may also be applied to metabolites in a given intracellular compartment. Updated chemical formula and charge are then added to each metabolite, and, if appropriate, both the name and the ChEBI annotation of the molecule are updated to reflect its corrected charge state. Exploiting the ChEBI ontology specification of isConjugateBaseOf and isConjugateAcidOf predicates, which allow relationships between de/protonated molecules to be automatically determined, enables this functionality.

An example of this is KEGG compound C00022. Although KEGG names this metabolite pyruvate, both the molecular formula (C₃H₄O₃) and the cross-reference link to ChEBI (CHEBI:32816) for this entry indicate that the metabolite is actually the protonated form, pyruvic acid. Marvin Beans predicts that the metabolite is deprotonated at a pH of 7.0. As such, the Protonate module updates the metabolite in the reconstruction, setting the molecular formula to C₃H₃O₃, the charge to -1, and updates the annotation to that of the ChEBI term for pyruvate, CHEBI:15361. This illustrates the inconsistencies that are often present in biochemical resources, such that both conjugate acid and bases are sometimes collapsed into a single, ambiguous entry. Such inconsistencies can be resolved with this approach, producing unambiguous definitions of both metabolites and reactions that more accurately reflect physiological conditions.

2.5 Elemental and charge balancing

Balancing all metabolic reactions ensures that a reconstruction is free of stoichiometric inconsistencies [29]. Stoichiometric inconsistencies violate mass conservation, and can be illustrated in the example below:

R1: A ⇔ B
R2: A ⇔ B + C

It is intuitively clear that a network containing these two reactions contains an inconsistency. That is, metabolite C could only satisfy the above two equations if it were to have a mass and charge of zero. While the above example is simple, determining such errors in genome-scale models is non-trivial but can be performed algorithmically by the ScrumPy package [30]. While the ScrumPy package can detect such inconsistencies, their correction in the reconstruction relies upon manual curation. As such, it is preferable to reduce such inconsistencies by performing elemental and charge balancing where possible.

The Balance module automates this process of mass and charge balancing of reactions. Consider the following reaction:

2-Acetolactate + carbon dioxide ⇔ Pyruvate

\[ \text{C}_2\text{H}_7\text{O}_4^- + \text{CO}_2 \rightleftharpoons \text{C}_3\text{H}_3\text{O}_3^- \]

Manual inspection can quickly determine that, in terms of elemental and charge balancing, two pyruvates must be produced, and the list of products is also deficient in a proton.
The Balance module attempts to detect (and fix) such issues automatically through mixed integer linear programming (MILP). Each reaction is represented as a matrix, $A$, containing elemental counts and charges for each reactant and product. Metabolites that are commonly absent from reaction definitions [31], such as water, protons and carbon dioxide, are also considered, and are added as both potential reactants and products. Reactant elemental and charge counts are specified as positive, those of products negative. Optional cofactor metabolites are only added to the matrix if they are not present in the original reaction. It is for this reason that carbon dioxide is absent from the specified optional reactants (see Figure 4).

The stoichiometric coefficients of each reactant are represented by the vector, $b$. Mixed integer linear programming is applied to solve $Ab = 0$, satisfying the constraint $b_j \geq b_{j, \text{min}}$, where $b_{j, \text{min}}$ represents the minimum allowed stoichiometric coefficient for a given metabolite (1 for specified metabolites, 0 for optionally considered metabolites). This produces the vector of stoichiometric coefficients, $b$, to be applied to each reactant and product to balance the equation. (The vector, $b$, is minimised to return the minimum collection of stoichiometric coefficients that are required to balance the equation, thus preventing mathematically correct but non-optimal solutions, such as the spurious addition of water to both sides of the equation).

Consequently, the linear solver returns the solution, $b^T = (1, 1, 2, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0)$, indicating that in order to balance the reaction, two pyruvates should be produced and one proton should be added as a product. In the case of a solution being found, the reaction is updated in the reconstruction to reflect this:

$$\text{2-Acetolactate} + \text{carbon dioxide} \Leftrightarrow 2 \text{Pyruvate} + \text{proton}$$

$$C_5H_7O_4^- + CO_2 \Leftrightarrow 2 C_3H_3O_3^- + H^+$$

In many cases, however, reactions cannot be balanced with the above approach. This could be due to a number of reasons. An obvious limitation occurs when attempting to balance reactions in which the chemical formula of one or more participants is unknown, which is a result of missing information in the data resources. A further trivial problem is the specification of incorrect reactions, in which key reactants or products, over and above commonly absent metabolites such as water, are missing. In both cases, manual curation will be necessary to correct the errors, and calculating an elemental difference between the

Figure 4: A matrix representing elemental count and charge of reactants and products in the reaction 2-Acetolactate + carbon dioxide ⇔ Pyruvate. Required reactant and product elemental and charge counts are specified in bold; those of optional reactants and products in italics. The vector $b_{\text{min}}$, representing the minimum permitted stoichiometric coefficients for each reaction participant, is also shown.
reactants and products, which could suggest the chemical formula of a missing participant, may drive this process.


### 2.6 Compartmentalisation

Thus far, the SuBliMinaL Toolbox generates largely un compartmentalised reconstructions. Some intracellular compartmentalisation is provided by MetaCyc, but given the dependency of the pipeline described in figure 1 on KEGG, which does not consider compartmentalisation, most metabolites are considered to be cytoplasmic by default.

The Compartmentalise modules provide the facility for extending reconstructions generated from KEGG or MetaCyc alone to generate semi-compartmentalised models. Two compartmentalise modules exist. **UniProt-compartmentalise** extracts protein localisation information directly from UniProt annotation. Only Swiss-Prot entries are considered, and as the metadata associated to these entries is manually curated, the localisation specified for such entries is therefore likely to be accurate. For cases where no such curated data exist, the **PSORT-compartmentalise** module can be used. This module harvests protein sequences from the UniProt web services for each enzyme and passes these to the protein localisation service WoLFPSORT [32], a web interface to the PSORT algorithm [33]. From the curated or predicted intracellular compartmentalisation of a given enzyme, the localisation of metabolic reactions catalysed by this enzyme is inferred. As such, reactions, enzymes and metabolites are localised, and can be inferred to be present in multiple compartments, depending on the UniProt annotation or prediction of WoLFPSORT. In the case of a reaction being catalyzed by isoenzymes that are present in different intracellular compartments, the reaction is duplicated such that an instance appears in each compartment, with the appropriate isoenzyme specified as the reaction modifier. Where predictions suggest that metabolites are found in multiple compartments, putative intracellular transport reactions are added to the reconstruction to allow for their transport between compartments.

### 2.7 Transport

Transport reactions are important for both natural metabolites and xenobiotics [34,35]. The **Transport-reaction** module adds a generic set of import reactions to the reconstruction in order to allow for uptake of metabolites from the growth medium. The set of generic import reactions are taken from the BIGG database [36], which contains 9 published and well-curated reconstructions from a range of taxonomically diverse organisms\(^1\). Import reactions across the cell membrane are added if the extracellular metabolite is also present in the reconstruction’s cytoplasm. The addition of this generic set of import reactions is essential if subsequent analysis by the COBRA Toolbox is to be performed, as neither KEGG nor MetaCyc provide such cell-membrane transport reactions, which effectively means that reconstructions generated from these resources would be “starved” of growth media metabolites.

\(^1\)These reconstructions are *S. cerevisiae* iND750, *E. coli* iAF1260, *E. coli* iJR904, *E. coli* textbook, *H. pylori* iT341, *H. sapiens* Recon_1, *M. barkeri* iAF692, *M. tuberculosis* iNJ661, and *S. aureus* iSB619. Uptake reactions specific to the *H. sapiens* reconstruction were excluded from the set of selected uptake reactions, as they accounted for a number of metabolites for which transporters would be unlikely to be present in the majority of organisms.
Irreversible export reactions are added for all cytoplasmic metabolites, providing by default the possibility of excreting all cytoplasmic metabolites from the cell. This approach relies upon no a priori knowledge of the transport capabilities of the cell, and follows the philosophy of Fell et al. [37], which states that a simple solution to the problem of adding reactions to a reconstruction is to “add more than is likely to be necessary and to remove at a later date the ones that are not functional”. It is envisaged that subsequent flux balance analysis of the completed draft model will provide an indication of which intracellular metabolites will need to be excreted in order for the model to fulfill the objective function. Superfluous export reactions can then be purged from the model, leaving a subset that can be manually validated according to the known capabilities of the organism, which may have been tested experimentally by metabolic footprinting [38]. The approach of adding more transport reactions than may be biologically feasible mirrors that of the compartmentalise modules, in which compartments are added with the intention of removing or reconciling these later as the reconstruction is manually validated.

2.8 Biomass function

The Biomass module assigns a generic biomass reaction to the reconstruction, and performs reformatting that allows FBA simulations to be performed by the COBRA Toolbox. The generic biomass reaction consists of the 20 most common amino acids, the four nucleotide precursors of DNA, ATP and lipids. In addition, the biomass reaction contains ADP, phosphate and protons as products. These “by-products” of biomass formation are then subsequently available to the model.

While the first biomass components are static and are applied to all reconstructions, the lipid term is built dynamically, and is dependent upon the constituents of the reconstruction. The generic metabolite “lipid” is first added to the list of biomass components. A number of modelling reactions are then added to the reconstruction, in which any metabolites in the model that exhibit an “is a” lipid relationship in the ChEBI database are added as reactants, with lipid as product.

Each of the reactants and products in the biomass reaction are given a stoichiometry of 1. This simple approach allows the reconstruction to be analysed to determine network connectivity, i.e., testing if the reconstruction allows for growth of the organism under given conditions. However, by not quantifying the components in biomass relative to one another, the reconstruction is unable to predict growth rate. This limitation can be rectified by manual curation.

3 Results

From applying the pipeline illustrated in Figure 1, a draft version of a metabolic reconstruction for Saccharomyces cerevisiae was generated for comparison against a manually generated version [7], which has been updated iteratively over a number of years. A comparison of both models is given in Table 1.

While SuBliMinaL generates a model with an increased number of metabolites and metabolic reactions with respect to the manually generated version (an increase of 92% and 90% respectively), it remains unclear whether this increase is due to the combined coverage of the original resources, KEGG and MetaCyc, or an indication of incomplete merging of data from each source. While the Merge module attempts to ensure that duplicate metabolites and reactions are not added to the consensus, metabolites that are lacking in comparable identifiers across the two sources may be duplicated. A limitation of both KEGG and
MetaCyc (and hence also of reconstructions generated from these resources) is the lack of defined multimeric enzymatic complexes.

While reactions are associated with genes and proteins where possible, specification of multimeric complexes in reconstructions developed by SuBliMinaL remains a task for manual curation, as it appears that no data resource describing such complexes currently exists, preventing the automation of this step.

Table 1: Comparison of SuBliMinaL- and manually-generated S. cerevisiae metabolic reconstructions. Values for unique metabolites, enzymes and metabolic reactions refer to “flattened” versions of the reconstructions, in which metabolites and enzymes in different intracellular compartments are considered one. In the case of SuBliMinaL, unblocked reactions were calculated on a minimal growth medium as described below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Components</th>
<th>SuBliMinaL</th>
<th>Manual</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Compartments</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unique metabolites</td>
<td>1397</td>
<td>728</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unique enzymes</td>
<td>936</td>
<td>939</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unique metabolic reactions</td>
<td>1803</td>
<td>947</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unblocked reactions</td>
<td>1428/1803 (79%)</td>
<td>759/947 (80%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The manually generated reconstruction also contains 9 compartments in addition to those in the SuBliMinaL-generated version. This is due to the specification of membrane compartments in the manual version, in which transport proteins are assigned. SuBliMinaL assumes all transport proteins to be present in the cytoplasm. This is simply a design decision to reduce the complexity of the reconstruction, and has no effect on its subsequent analysis.

A goal of the pipeline was to generate a reconstruction that was capable of simulating the production of biomass from minimal growth media automatically. It was found that the reconstruction could successfully simulate biomass production from a growth medium of D-glucose, ammonium, phosphate, sulphate, oxygen, water and protons. In doing so, it was found that, of the putative extracellular transport reactions added by the Transport-reaction module, all but 12 could be removed for the objective to be realised. The retention of these putative extracellular transport reactions provide sinks for product metabolites that are generated in reactions required to fulfill the biomass objective function. Of these 12 extracellular reactions that had to be retained, 3 involved metabolites involved in purine metabolism, suggesting reactions in this pathway that are incapable of carrying flux, which could act as a starting point for manual curation efforts.

The fluxVariability functionality of the COBRA Toolbox was used to assess the reconstruction. In order for a metabolic reaction to carry flux, all of its reactants and products must be connected to other reactions. As such, the proportion of reactions with capacity to carry flux is a measure of the connectivity of the network. The SuBliMinaL-generated reconstruction is found to be highly connected (75% unblocked), though slightly less than the manually curated version (80%).

---

\(^2\)The SuBliMinaL-generated S. cerevisiae model was generated with KEGG release 59.0 (1 Jul 2011), MetaCyc version 15.1 (8 June 2011) and ChEBI release 83 (5 September 2011).
4 Discussion

The finding that the draft reconstruction contains suspected gaps in certain pathways illustrates the philosophy behind the development of draft reconstructions that are capable of undertaking constraint-based analysis: that is, that the results of such analyses can drive the curation process in an iterative manner through performance of cycles of analysis and refinement. The results of the analyses can be inspected, indicating potential errors, which can then be corrected manually.

The feasibility of performing such iterative cycles is made possible due to the speed at which genome-scale reconstructions can be automatically generated and checked. The pipeline described in Figure 1 generated the draft yeast reconstruction in under four hours on an Apple MacBook Pro 2.8GHz Intel Core i7. An existing protocol describing the generation of metabolic reconstructions suggests that the manual reconstruction refinement stage can take months to a year to complete [39]. This stage contains a number of steps that are covered by the SuBliMinaL Toolbox (such as charge state determination, reaction balancing, determination of metabolic identifiers), and as such, use of the toolbox should reduce the duration of both the initial stage of generating draft reconstructions and the checking of reconstructions in the following refinement phase.

The SuBliMinaL Toolbox has been used in the development of community-produced reconstructions of Saccharomyces cerevisiae and Homo sapiens. The use of the toolbox could be extended to the incremental development of such resources. As the development of reconstructions is an ongoing process, one could imagine a paradigm in which domain experts extract individual pathways from reconstructions, and then perform validation and curation on those areas of metabolism in which they have expertise. Such curated pathways could subsequently be re-collated into the reconstruction, which would then be formatted and re-analysed, following the iterative cycle described above. Such crowd-sourcing methods are already exploited in the web-based curation of individual pathways [40,41] and would prove useful in the iterative development of larger-scale networks. The recently developed software MEMOSys [42] may support such an approach, providing a secure web-enabled interface for community driven, multi-user development and refinement of reconstructions. The use of such tools, combined with automated modules for performing such tasks as checking of metabolite charge state determination and reaction balancing described here, may mitigate the need for jamborees: focused curation meetings that have become the preferred method of developing community-driven reconstructions over recent years [43].

Nevertheless, before such a more automated approach to community development could become more prevalent, there remain a number of issues within modules of the SuBliMinaL Toolbox that will need to be improved over time. While some reaction directionality is specified by KEGG, other reactions are initially specified to be reversible, which can result in thermodynamically infeasible flux patterns being predicted by model analyses. Specifying reaction directionality – either by automated or manual means - adds constraints to the model, which are likely to improve the model’s predictive accuracy by preventing reactions that are thermodynamically infeasible. Due to the accessibility of InChI strings for many of the metabolites present in the reconstructions generated by the toolbox, there exists the possibility of automating the determination of reaction directionality, following the approach of Fleming et al. [44,45]. Integration of predictions of reaction directionality is therefore a likely future development.

The Compartmentalise module provides a useful first pass at automating the generation of compartmentalised reconstructions. While such an approach is preferable to a fully manual
approach to determining compartmentalisation that is currently followed, it is recognised that this approach is completely dependent upon the accuracy of the UniProt annotation or WoLFPSORT predictions. It is therefore likely that such an approach would reduce the connectivity of the network, as many pathways in a given intracellular compartment would be incomplete unless all enzymes within the pathway were correctly predicted to be present in the compartment. Applying this approach would require the addition of missing reactions in a gap-filling step, which may be performed by inference. For example, if an almost complete mitochondrial TCA cycle was predicted to be missing an enzyme that is present in the cytoplasm, it may be inferred that the enzyme (and the reaction that it catalyses) is indeed present in the mitochondria, despite the UniProt annotation or WoLFPSORT algorithm predicting otherwise. Such inferred reactions would be added as “modeling” reactions, and associated with an appropriate evidence code, indicating that they should be subject to subsequent manual curation. The inference of enzyme and reaction localisation, based upon the network topology of partially compartmentalised metabolic models, has been reported [46], and the approach followed by the toolbox – to generate a partially compartmentalised model for subsequent refinement – supports this inference method.

Limitations of the current Biomass module implementation are its assumption that all lipids may be constituents of the biomass objective function, and that other cell wall constituents and storage carbohydrates are not considered. Determining more specific biomass objective functions, perhaps tailored towards the taxonomy of the organism under reconstruction, would be a useful improvement for future work.

The possibility exists to extend the toolbox to consider transport proteins. Transport proteins for a given organism can be automatically extracted from the TransportDB database [47] and the potential exists to add these to the reconstruction. However, while the transport proteins can be extracted, TransportDB does not yet fully characterise its transport proteins in such a way that the corresponding transported metabolites can be retrieved in an automated fashion. It is hoped that, as such resources that describe transport proteins develop, the task of assigning such proteins to individual reactions will be able to be automated.

It is again emphasised that manual curation and validation are essential steps in generating a high-quality reconstruction. Referring to literature commonly drives this validation process, and recently developed reconstructions have illustrated the importance of applying literature references and confidence scores to components within the model. Doing so increases the confidence that users apply to reconstructions (or at least, individual pathways or reactions within reconstructions), and also can be used to prioritise refinement efforts. The determination of literature references may be aided through tighter integration with text-mining tools such as PathText [48] in order to simplify the arduous, but necessary, task of finding evidence for present (and missing) reactions in the literature [49].
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